Penn-Yan Car Topper  $3500

This vintage 1950s motorboat was just restored by our lead shipwright and a team of experienced volunteers in our shop. A new canvas skin was fitted to the boat and coated with epoxy and marine-grade paint, with gunnels refastened. The interior of the boat is varnished and in excellent shape. This shallow-draft motorboat is now in like-new condition and ready for the water. A motor is not included.

Nestled in the Finger Lakes, this popular model was designed to be light and narrow enough to fit on top of most cars of that era, and easily lifted by two people.

Type: motor  
Year: 1950s  
Hull Material: wood with canvas/epoxy coating  
Length: 12’  
Beam: 45”  
Draft: 15”  
Motor: not included  
Features: restored, roomy, stable  
Trailer: no  
Registration: no  
Title: no  

CONTACT: DAN  
845-532-6295